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 Philosophy and other books on Overthrow [ edit ] History books and articles [ edit ] Learn More [ edit ] Topics related to Overthrow [ edit ] Wiki [ edit ]Q: What are the benefits and drawbacks of using the CLR assembly as a static C++ library? I know about the the advantages of using COM (no need for a dynamic link library, pretty fast interop with.NET languages). However I'm interested to know
about the drawbacks. What are the downsides of using the CLR as a static C++ library, and if there are any? A: There are a few trade-offs to consider. The biggest advantage of a COM library is no need for a dynamic link library. That's especially significant for Microsoft developers, who aren't very familiar with dynamic linking. Another advantage of COM is interop with managed code. You can

expose managed code as COM interfaces, and they'll work seamlessly with any C++ COM library. The biggest disadvantage of a COM library is it's complexity. COM is complex, and has many quirks that you have to consider. For one, it requires something called IDL (Interface Definition Language), which is a way of defining interfaces in terms of the capabilities of the components. It's rather
difficult, but the command line tools Microsoft provides for it are pretty good. Another issue is that COM is well-suited to the desktop (and even server-side) but not so much for embedded platforms. It is not, however, possible to create truly low-level stuff with COM. It only exposes capabilities and allows you to combine them into abstract interfaces. COM is "lighter" in the sense that it doesn't

necessarily require a runtime, and the components for COM don't need to be loaded at runtime. They can be loaded and unloaded at will. Another disadvantage is that COM interfaces can't be trivially implemented. There's no way of having a C++ class implement an interface that just wraps a raw pointer, for example. You need to provide a pointer to a COM interface, and implement it in C++. This
is why you can have pretty clean abstraction between an interface and its implementation. In other words, it's possible to write a COM server, but there's some work involved to do it. The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is a polymer-based amplification method that allows the detection and quantitation of 82157476af
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